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Genetically modified (GM) crops are a major product of the global food industry. From 1996

to 2014, 357 GM crops were approved and the global value of the GM crop market reached

35% of the global commercial seed market in 2014. However, the rapid growth of the GM

crop-based industry has also created controversies in many regions, including the Euro-

pean Union, Egypt, and Taiwan. The effective detection and regulation of GM crops/foods

are necessary to reduce the impact of these controversies. In this review, the status of GM

crops and the technology for their detection are discussed. As the primary gap in GM crop

regulation exists in the application of detection technology to field regulation, efforts

should be made to develop an integrated, standardized, and high-throughput GM crop

detection system. We propose the development of an integrated GM crop detection system,

to be used in combination with a standardized international database, a decision support

system, high-throughput DNA analysis, and automated sample processing. By integrating

these technologies, we hope that the proposed GM crop detection system will provide a

method to facilitate comprehensive GM crop regulation.

Copyright © 2015, Food and Drug Administration, Taiwan. Published by Elsevier Taiwan

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Genetically modified (GM) crops are a dominant agricultural

food product worldwide owing to their superior productivity.

From 1996 to 2014, 357 GM crops have been approved globally.

The global value of the GM cropmarket was 15.7 billion US$ in

2014, representing 35% of the global commercial seed market

[1]. Rapid growth of the GM crop industry also created con-

troversies in many regions, including the European Union [2],

Egypt [3,4], Japan [5], Korea [6], Brazil [7], and Taiwan [8]. To
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mitigate these controversies, effective regulation based on

comprehensive GM crop detection is essential. DNA-based

methods such as real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) have

been successfully applied to GM crop detection for the past

two decades. However, the continued rapid development of

new GM crop events is overwhelming the processing capacity

of conventional methods. In addition, the efficacy of GM crop

regulation has deteriorated further, due to the release of un-

authorized GM crops/foods into the food chain [9]. To meet

these challenges, it is necessary to develop a high-efficiency

GM crop detection infrastructure.
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2. Classification of GM crops and levels of
DNA detection

The past few decades have seen significant advances in plant

geneengineering.Themethods for the transgenicmanipulation

of GM crops have also evolved, with major breakthroughs in

both technology and theory. Today, GM crops can be classified

into four generations according to the structure and strategy

used to construct their transgenes. Therefore, the detection of

GM crops/foods requires a dedicated strategy. GM crops/foods

can be identified via several types of biomolecules such as

specific proteins, RNA, DNA, and metabolites. Among these

targets, DNA is the only molecule with advantages of being

stable, abundant, and easily to amplify. Thus, detection of

specificDNAsequences,especiallyusingaPCR-basedapproach,

is still the most effective strategy. In brief, there are four

generations of GM crops and three major levels of detection.

(1) Four generations/classes of GM crops

(a) The first generation/class: single trait

Most commercial GM crops today either are of the first

generation or its stacked (second generation) [9]. Most first-

generation GM crops contain common transgene elements

such as the cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), 35S promoter

(CaMV35S-P), aminoglycoside 30-phosphotransferase gene

(nptII), phosphinothricin acetyltransferase gene (pat/bar), 5-

enolpyruvylshikimate 3-phosphate (CP4-epsp) gene, nopaline

synthase promoter (nos-P), and terminator (nos-T). In effect,

because of the limited variation in high-performance trans-

gene elements, ~90% of commercial GM crops contain one or

more of the six transgene elements listed above [10].

(b) The second generation/class: stacked traits

Second-generation GM crops are usually hybrid crosses

between commercialized first-generation GM crops {e.g.,

59122 � MIR604 maize (DAS-59122-7 � SYN-IR604-5) [9]}.

Owing to their lower developing costs, the importance and

prevalence of second-generation GM crops are increasing.

However, two major detection problems arose with stacked

trait GM crops/foods: (1) in-depth gene analysis may require

the ability to discriminate between stacked trait GM crops and

unintended stacked trait GM crops, whichmight be produced via

cross-pollination between two single GM crop events in

adjacent fields and (2) the discrimination of mixed events

from single stack traits was only possible by testing single

seeds or plants, which prevents the technique from being

used on processed GM crop products such as corn flour. The

detection of second-generation GM crops is complicated by

these problems, which together could pose a major threat to

GM crop regulation in the near future.

(c) The third and fourth generations/classes: near-

intragenics, intragenics, and cisgenics

The third generation of GM crops is comprised of so-called

near-intragenics, or GM crops where the inserted transgenic
elements have not been used in other (known) GM crops [9].

Near-intragenics are transgene constructs that originated

from the host and have undergone minimal recombination or

modification. This makes them more difficult to detect than

first- or second-generation GM crops.

True intragenics and cisgenics are to be classified as the

fourth generation of GM crops. The transgenic elements of

fourth-generation GM crops are genuine host genes. Thus,

fourth-generation GM crops/foods cannot be distinguished via

their transgenic elements. The only way to identify fourth-

generation GM crops/foods is to inspect the specific order

and insertion loci of its transgenes.
3. Level of DNA detection

(1) Element-specific

Element-specific PCRmethods target individual transgenic

elements (such as promoters, genes, or terminators), which

may be independent of transgenic traits [9]. Due to the limited

variance of transgenic elements, this is a very effective uni-

versal GM crop screening strategy, especially in multiplex

form. In effect, element-specific PCR methods are the only

currently available approaches to effective screening of un-

authorized and unintended GM crops. The major drawbacks

of element-specific PCR are its limited utility for GM crop

quantification and its inability to detect intragenic and cis-

genic GM crops. It should be noted that transgenic elements

sharing the same name do not necessarily possess identical

DNA sequences. Various sequence optimizations and varia-

tions introduced during GM crop development may decrease

the specificity of element-specific PCR methods [10].

(2) Construct-specific

Construct-specific PCR targets the specific order of trans-

genic elements [9]. The target sequences of construct-specific

PCR are usually comprised of junction(s) of two or more

transgenic elements, which do not exist naturally in organ-

isms. The resolving power of construct-specific PCR is inferior

to that of event-specific PCR, because of the many GM crops

that share similar transgenic construct configurations. How-

ever, the throughput of construct-specific PCR for the

screening of GM crops is also constrained by its specificity to

constructs but not universal transgenic elements. Thus,

despite the fact that the discriminatory ability of construct-

specific PCR is higher than that of element-specific PCR,

construct-specific methods used in routine GM crop detection

are rare. The method is simply too general for use in the

identification of GM crops while being an inefficient screening

method.

(3) Event-specific

As most plant transformation methods (such as Agro-

bacterium or Biolistic) used today are based on the random

insertion of transgenic DNA, chimeric sequences comprised of

host DNA and transgenic construct border sequences are

present in every trait of GM crops [9]. Event-specific PCR
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targets these unique chimeric sequences, which are particu-

larly suitable markers for the identification and quantification

of GM crops. This formof detection is also the legal basis of GM

crop authorization for commercial use as food or feed in the

European Union (EU).
4. Method validation

All the GM crops/food detection methods must be validated

before application to routine regulation. Specificity, sensi-

tivity, linearity, limit of detection and limit of quantification of

GM organism (GMO) detection methods are tested with intra-

and interlaboratory analysis of certified reference material.

An additional spike test may be needed to validate analysis

method for food. The EU Database of Reference Methods for

GMO Analysis (GMOMETHODS: http://gmo-crl.jrc.ec.europa.

eu/gmomethods/) provides comprehensive information of

fully validated GMO detection methods. Novel GMO detection

methods could be validated by European Network of GMO

Laboratories (ENGL) advisory group via submission.
5. Collection and processing of GM crop
information

Since the first GM crop approval in 1994, the increase in the

number of approved GM crops has been relatively constant

over the course of the past two decades (Fig. 1A and 1C).

Today, 357 GM traits in various crops such as potato, canola,

maize, cotton, and soybean have been approved worldwide
Fig. 1 e Annually introduced genetically modified (GM) crop trait

crop traits. (B) Accumulated GM crop approval cases. (C) New GM

introduced each year.
[1]. Besides the vast number of GM traits, the approval status

(food, feed, and environment) of many GM crops varies from

country to country. For example, there are four approval sta-

tuses of soybean MON-04032-6 (GTS 40-3-2) in 22 countries

including food only, feed only, food/feed, and food/feed/

environment (Table 1). The amount of existing GM crop-

related information is now too large to process without the

aid of software and databases. Thus, to deal with the

numerous varieties of GM crops traded and grownworldwide,

the effective regulation of GM crops requires the support of

comprehensive databases. Several open-access databases

such as the Center for Environmental Risk Assessment (CERA)

GM crop database (http://cera-gmc.org/index.php?

action¼gm_crop_database) are useful repositories of GM

crop-related datasets and information, including transgene

constructs, plant species, traits, and approval statuses in

major countries. However, information regarding a GM plant's
comprehensive approval and production status in each indi-

vidual country, which is necessary for the comprehensive

regulation of GM crops inworld trade, is not available for every

country (e.g., Egypt). Furthermore, the type of information

available and the structures of existing databases may not be

compatible because of the varied aims and scopes of the

available information sources. For example, the GM approval

database of the International Service for the Acquisition of

Agri-biotech Applications (http://www.isaaa.org/

gmapprovaldatabase/) includes 374 traits, but there are only

158 GM crop traits listed in the CERA GM crop database [11].

Information regarding the approval status of various GM crop

traits is also not consistent between these two databases,

especially the coverage of countries. For example, the
s and approval cases for food/feed use. (A) Accumulated GM

crop traits introduced each year. (D) New approval cases
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Table 1 e A summary of the legal approval status of soybean MON-04032-6 (GTS 40-3-2) in the Center for Environmental
Risk Assessment genetically modified crop database [8].

Country Environment Food &/or feed Food Feed Marketing

Argentina 1996 d 1996 1996 d

Australia d d 2000 d d

Brazil 1998 d 1998 1998 d

Canada 1995 d 1996 1995 d

China d 2004 d d d

Colombia d 2005 d d d

Czech Republic d d 2001 2001 2001

European Union d 2005 d d 1996

Japan 1996 d 1996 1996 d

Korea d d 2000 2004 d

Mexico 1998 d 1998 1998 d

Paraguay 2004 2004 1996 d d

Philippines d d 2000 2003 d

Russia d d 1998 d 1999

South Africa 2001 d 1996 2001 d

Switzerland d d 1996 1996 d

Taiwan d d 2002 d d

United Kingdom d d 2001 1996 d

United States 1994 1994 d d d

Uruguay 1997 d 1996 1997 d

CERA ¼ Center for Environmental Risk Assessment.
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approval of soybean MON-04032-6 (GTS 40-3-2) of Bolivia,

Chile, Costa Rica, and Indonesia are not listed in the CERA

database (Tables 1 and 2). This inconsistency or incomplete-

ness of GM crop information may compromise GM crop
Table 2 e A summary of the regulatory approvals of
soybean MON-04032-6 (GTS 40-3-2) in the genetically
modified approval database of the International Service
for the Acquisition of Agri-biotech Applications (http://
www.isaaa.org/gmapprovaldatabase/).

Country Food Feed Cultivation

Argentina 1996 1996 1996

Australia 2000 d d

Bolivia 2005 2005 2005

Brazil 1998 1998 1998

Canada 1996 1995 1995

Chile d d 2007

China 2002 2002 d

Colombia 2005 2007 d

Costa Rica d d 2001

European Union 2005 2005 d

Indonesia 2011 d 2012

Japan 2001 2003 2005

Malaysia 2010 2010 d

Mexico 1996 d 1996

New Zealand 2000 d d

Paraguay 2004 2004 2004

Philippines 2003 2003 d

Russian Federation 2007 2008 d

South Africa d d 2001

South Korea 2002 2004 d

Switzerland 1996 1996 d

Taiwan 2002 d d

Turkey d 2011 d

United States of America 1995 1995 1993

Uruguay 1996 1996 1996
regulation, and even lead to conflicts in global trade. Thus, we

propose the development of an international standardized GM

crop database that includes information relating to trans-

genes, regulation status, and production status. In addition,

possible unauthorized traits should be considered as infor-

mation necessary for the development of GM crop regulation

infrastructure.
6. Screening of transgenic elements

The preliminary screening of transgenic elements (element-

specific) is an efficient approach to both authorized and un-

authorized GM crop detection. Although several PCR-free

detection methods such as direct detection by DNA micro-

array [12] and magnetic capture with fluorescence cross-

correlation spectroscopy [13] have been described, PCR-

based methods are still the method of choice due to their

versatility, sensitivity, and high-throughput potential. Pre-

liminary screening by PCR is usually arranged in a multiplex

or other equivalent form, to increase its screening efficiency.

Theoretically, all the GM crops could be detected by incorpo-

rating a large number (>18) of primer sets into amultiplex PCR

[10]. However, the robustness of detection declines following

the addition of primer sets to multiplex PCR. Besides, the

addition of more than six primer sets will only marginally

contribute to GM crop detection coverage [10]. Thus, the

number of primer sets used for qPCR [14,15] and conventional

PCR [10] assays have been limited to under six, in order to

achieve a balance between reasonable trait coverage and

robustness. Despite the fact that, in practice, methods of

screening for transgenic elements cannot cover all existing

GM crop traits, it is still a valuable technique for the pre-

liminary screening of GM crops owing to its higher throughput

potential. Besides, screening for transgenic elements may be

http://www.isaaa.org/gmapprovaldatabase/
http://www.isaaa.org/gmapprovaldatabase/
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the only viable approach to the detection and classification of

unauthorized GM crops. Therefore, we suggest the screening

of transgenic elements as a primary method of unauthorized

GM crop screening, and an auxiliary approach for the identi-

fication of authorized GM crops. However, it should not be

used as a primary screening method. The identification and

classification of unauthorized GM crop will be discussed later

in this article.
7. Event identification and quantification

Event-specific PCR, especially event-specific qPCR, is the gold

standard of GM crop detection methods. Event-specific

detection is necessary for authorized GM crop screening and

identification in the EU [16]. Event-specific PCR methods are

rarely used to screen GM crops because the number of GM

crop traits far exceeds the capabilities of singlemultiplex PCR/

qPCR.With this method, a large number of tests are needed to

analyze unknown samples such as single seeds for event-

specific detection. However, event-specific detection is the

only approach that can specifically identify/quantify all GM

crops at the trait level. Thus, despite its low efficiency, event-

specific detection is the only comprehensive solution for

authorized GM crop screening. With the help of high-

throughput and automated technology, event-specific detec-

tion is recommended for the screening of authorized GM

crops.
8. Unidentifiable and undetectable GM crops

Unidentifiable GM crops are those that are detectable by either

element-specific or event-specific methods, but whose traits

cannot be determined via simple genetic analysis. These un-

identifiable GM crops may include: (1) unauthorized GM crops

with detectable transgenic elements introduced by genetic

manipulation; (2) unintended GM crops produced via cross

pollination between GM and wild-type crops; (3) unintended

stacked traits produced by unintended crosses between two

GM crops; and (4) genuine stacked-trait GM crops. For the first

type, unidentifiable (unauthorized) GM crops, identification is

impossible without information about their genetic modifi-

cations and sources. The identification of unauthorized GM

crops relies entirely on the traceability of food trade chains.

Thus, comprehensive traceability and real-time information

exchange is critical for unauthorized GM crop identification.

The second type of unidentifiable GM crop (the unintended

GM crops) is virtually indistinguishable from GM donor crops

when single-seed samples are not available. Even when a

single-seed sample is available, multidisciplinary analysis

may be required to discriminate between the traits of most

crops. It may difficult to discriminate between crop traits

using seed samples alone, and discrimination of crop traits in

the processed food is usually impossible. Thus the regulation

of the second type of identifiable GM crop may rely on the

comprehensive traceability of crop production chain rather

than detection.

Unintended stacked-trait (the 3rd type) GM crops originate

from unintended cross-pollination between two adjacent GM
crops in the field. There is no straightforward approach to

discriminate between unintended stacked-trait and genuine

stacked-trait GM crops, except for those trait combinations

that are unauthorized. For angiosperm crops such as maize,

the polyploid nature of the endosperm makes the genetic

background of angiosperm plants traceable via the quantifi-

cation of parental- and maternal-specific sequences [17].

Thus, the unintended stacked traits of GM angiosperm plants

may be distinguished from their genuine stacked-trait GM

counterparts by the ratio of transgenic sequences of the in-

dividual parental traits.

Genuine (Type 4 unidentifiable) GM crops are identified via

a combination of several methods targeting individual

parental traits, rather than a single method specific to

stacked-trait plants. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish genuine

stacked-trait GM crops from a mixture of parental GM crops

without a single-seed test. This test is not only essential for

the identification of genuine stacked-trait GM crops but is also

highly recommended for the analysis of unauthorized (Type 1)

and unintended stacked-trait (Type 3) GM crops. For processed

food, the analysis of stacked-trait GM crops may be compli-

cated by the presence of two or more GM crops in the in-

gredients. Besides DNA or protein-based analysis, various

attempts have beenmade to identify a specific plant variety or

component bymetabolomics-scale analysis [17e20]. However,

the reproducibility of metabolite profile was limited due to

variations of individual, climate, and agricultural manage-

ment, especially for the processed foods. Thus the identifica-

tion of stacked-trait GM crops in the processed food may very

difficult, which emphasized the importance of a comprehen-

sive regulation at crop (raw material) level.

Screening of common transgenic elements is currently the

best strategy to detect unintended or unauthorized GM crops

[10,21,22]. However, there are certain unauthorized GM crops

that are undetectable because they have neither common

transgenic elements nor a pre-existing event-specific detec-

tion method. Although the unauthorized GM crops (including

intended release) would cause a high risk to food safety,

events of these unauthorized GM crops during laboratory-

phase trials are virtually untraceable. As with other unau-

thorized GM crops, the control of undetectable GM crops

entirely relies on the regulation of laboratory-phase GM crops,

which is beyond the scope of this review.
9. Automation and high-throughput
technologies for GM crop screening

The emergence of automated nucleic acid extraction and

handling systems in conjunction with the development of

high-throughput analysis technologies has significantly

improved the capabilities of modern nucleic acid analysis. As

the vast number of GM crop traits has become amajor burden

on GM crop detection, automated high-throughput technolo-

gies are necessary for future GM crop detection.

Becausemost GM crop detection is based on DNA sequence

analysis, the first step of GM crop detection is the preparation

of sample DNA. DNA extraction is a labor-intensive process

because of the significant number of liquid transfer and

centrifugation steps required for the analysis of each

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfda.2015.06.011
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individual sample. Thus, manual sample DNA preparation

has become the main bottleneck in the GM crop detection

process. According to our experience, the rate of DNA

extraction is usually <100 samples/d/technician, with ready-

to-use DNA extraction kits. The labor burden of DNA extrac-

tion is further exacerbated by the fact that GM crop samples

are usually seeds, which need to be ground into flour prior to

extraction. Thus, for large-scale GM crop screening, the aid of

automated sample processers such as a tissue homogenizer

and DNA extraction system is essential.

Various high-throughput nucleic acid analysis methods

such as DNA microarrays [23], optical thin-film biosensor

chips [24], capillary electrophoresis [25,26], microdroplet PCR

[26], multiwall carbon nanotube-doped polypyrrole DNA bio-

sensors [27], and loop-mediated isothermal amplification

(LAMP) [28] have been successfully applied to GM crop detec-

tion. However, the large-scale application of most of these

technologies to GM crop detection is limited because they

require specialized instruments and reagents. Of these tech-

nologies, only the DNA microarray and LAMP are currently

commercially available for GM crop detection. DNA micro-

arrays are quickly becoming standard tools in molecular

biology [29]. Various microarrays have been developed for

GMO screening, including the DualChip GMO microarray [30].

The major drawback of microarray analysis is the complex

and laborious sample/microarray preparation process, which

includes PCR, hybridization, multiple wash/liquid transfers,

and the development of fluorescence. As a result, specialized

instruments such as liquid handling stations and microarray

scanners are required to guarantee reproducibility [29]. The

high cost of microarray chips and its peripheral instruments

greatly reduces the benefits of the application of microarray

technology to routine GM crop screening.

LAMP is an emerging DNA amplification technique for

sequence detection, with the potential to be an alternative to

PCR [28]. LAMP techniques have the following advantages: (1)
Fig. 2 e Proposed workflow of the integrated lab s
a moderate incubation temperature leads to simple instru-

ment requirements; (2) high amplification product yields,

which can be detected either visually or using a simple de-

tector; (3) highly robust because of superior tolerance of sub-

stances that typically inhibit PCR; (4) high specificity and

sensitivity compared to PCR; and (5) rapid detectiondtypical

LAMP reaction time is 10e20 minutes [30,31]. In addition,

LAMP is highly versatile because of its compatibility with a

wide range of popular analysis methods, including electro-

phoresis, colorimetry, fluorescence, and real-time PCR.

Simplicity, low instrument costs, and robustness make LAMP

a high-throughputmethodwith great potential for application

to large-scale GM crop screening.
10. Decision-supported system and GM crop
detection workflow

Current routine GM crop detection methods are not efficient

enough to screen every crop sample. Most current GM crop

screening at customs and border control is conducted by

taking random samples of a fixed percentage of cargo, leading

to significant gaps in GM crop regulation. Thus, efficiency of

the GM crop-detection workflow is the limiting factor in

comprehensive GM crop regulation.

The decision-supported system (DSS) is a computer-assist

matrix that aids decision-making. It greatly facilitates

decision-making processes by extracting and processing in-

formation from large and complex data sets. DSS has a great

potential to facilitate the validation of GM crop approval, the

prediction of analysis results, the screening of possible un-

known GM crops, and the selection of detection and analysis

methods. To deal with an increasingly large and complex GM

crop database (Fig. 1), several DSSs have been tested in pre-

vious studies on GM crop detection and identification

[10,25,32e34]. The JRC GMO-Matrix [33] integrated GM crop
ystem for genetically modified crop detection.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfda.2015.06.011
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database with detection method database to form a cross-

index search system, which was a significant progress of

DSS to routine GM crop regulation. However, the integration of

databases with various instruments and computer software

programs is still elusive.

Thus, to maximize the benefits of DSS application, we

propose the development of an integrated GM crop detection

workflow incorporating high-throughput DNA analysis and

complete DSS support (Fig. 2). The major steps in the GM crop

detection workflow include: (1) sample legitimacy validation;

(2) method validation and result prediction; (3) detection and

identification of GM crops; (4) verification of the results of an-

alyses; and (5) theoriginof aGMcrop, if necessary. BesidesDSS,

a simple, standardized, systematic GM crop coding system is

also required to facilitate the exchange of information and

workflow control (Fig. 2). The aim of the proposed workflow is

to increase the efficiencyofGMcrop regulation at thefield level

such as at customs and border control.

The first step of the proposed workflow is to generate a

unique code for every sample. This code includes the cargo

serial number, GM crop trait/plant identity, usage (food/feed),

sample type (seed/flour), and test/replicate number. At the

same time, a complete sample information file including the

country of origin and shipping information is established. The

legitimacy of a sample is checked prior to DNA analysis.

Samples designated as illegitimate, such as illegal imports,

samples designated for illegal intended usages, or samples

that are illegal to grow in their country of origin, will be

rejected at this step without further analysis. Following the

legitimacy check, the DSS will generate a prediction of the

DNA analysis results, according to the information in the

sample file and the GM crop database. Meanwhile, the sample

is sent for high-throughput DNA analysis, for identification,

GM trait screening (event-specific detection), and transgenic

element screening. The results of the DNA analysis are then

verified against the DSS prediction. Unmatched samples will

be rejected and sent for further investigation. By contrast,

samples declared as non-GM crop are directly tested with

high-throughput analysis instrument. Non-GM cropswith any

positive GM reaction will be halted and sent for further

investigation.

The efficiency of GM crop detection relies not only on a

comprehensive workflow but also on a fully integrated in-

strument system. An ideal GM crop detection analyzer re-

quires the integration of data processing/DSS, a nucleic acid

extraction unit, and a high-throughput DNA analysis unit. The

tissue homogenizer/nucleic acid extraction unit and high-

throughput DNA analysis unit cooperate with the DSS to

complete the GM crop detection workflow with full automa-

tion [35]. We also suggest the use of the fluorescent-LAMP

based method in high-density array form for GM crop detec-

tion because of its simple instrument requirements and the

rapid development of the LAMP method as a tool for GM crop

detection [28,35e41].
11. Conclusion

As food becomes increasingly important worldwide, it is

worthwhile to mitigate the controversies surrounding GM
crop trading by working on a comprehensive GM crop regu-

lation system. The major gap in GM crop regulation is at the

application of detection technologies to field regulation prac-

tices; thus, efforts should be made to develop an integrated,

standardized, and high-throughput GM crop detection sys-

tem. In this review, we proposed an integrated GM crop

detection system combining an international standardized

database, a decision support system, high-throughput DNA

analysis, and automated sample processing. A high-density

LAMP reaction array including the detection of complete

event-specific and transgenic elements is included for

authorized and unauthorized GM crop screening, respectively.

By integrating these available technologies, we hope that the

proposed GM crop detection systemwill be the solution to the

problems currently impeding comprehensive GM crop

regulation.
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